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Executive Summary

A Shock to the System
Much has happened in the energy sector in the past five months and most of it dramatic in scope and scale.

Energy and Utilities 
Companies 
Move Forward

Finding Our Way 
on the Policy Front

Comprehensive 
Energy Legislation
...At Last

Nature’s Fury

Finally, energy companies remain active on a number of fronts.  The 2005 storm season will lead some to revisit their disaster 
recovery plans.  Others with strong nuclear programs, buoyed by federal policy and the Energy Act, continue to consider potential 
development of new nuclear generating units.  M&A activity remains strong on both sides of the Atlantic, with new financial 
players alternately investing and harvesting investments, and increasing numbers of transactions in gas properties.  There may, 
however, be a lull in utility system acquisitions until early 2006.  Sarbanes-Oxley has become unnecessarily burdensome in the 
minds of many executives, but some are relieving their audit staff of some duties shifting them to operations personnel.  Other 
firms not required to comply with SOX are looking at it as a source of best practices.  Finally, cost reduction pressures continue, 
now focused on grid operating companies.

Meanwhile, FERC has a new chairman, who has changed the strategic thrust of FERC from focusing on competitive markets to a 
joint goal of competitive markets and effective regulation.  He is looking to reform Order 888 open access, examine electric 
competition pros and cons and implement the many provisions of the new Energy Act.  In addition, FERC, state regulators and 
market designers continue to wrestle with concerns about how best to foster sufficient transmission and generation investment to
ensure grid reliability and alleviate congestion (and its cost). The run-up in fuel and power prices has now begun to hit utilities, 
especially those whose generation will soon come free from its residual standard offer obligations and some regulators are proving 
less accommodating to utilities on cost recovery and utility generation procurement options as they see restructuring transition
coming to an end.

The Energy Policy Act of 2005, the most comprehensive energy legislation in more than a decade, was enacted in August.  For 
months, utility executives, lawyers, and consultants have been poring over its provisions.  It gives FERC and DOE a large list of 
oversight and monitoring responsibilities, and tight deadlines for issuing regulations to implement the Act.  As a result, there are 
high hopes for improved reliability, increased infrastructure investment and greater accountability and additional transparency and 
fairness in markets.  The Act includes support for new baseload nuclear and clean coal generation.  Despite the spurs to additional 
capital to the energy sector, some in the investment community believe that the continued escalation in utility valuations may soon 
run its course.

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita struck in late summer and early fall, leaving a path of death and devastation, including one bankrupt 
utility.  These events tested the endurance of utility crews and, some fear, stressed the natural gas production and delivery system 
beyond its capacity, since there was little margin for error before the storms.  Continued problems with coal delivery have 
exacerbated the situation for power generators.  The energy and utility industry now finds itself moving anxiously into a winter
season with high gas prices and worries about supply disruptions.  Also, utilities are feeling the pinch of high prices, looking for 
regulatory relief and are refocusing on sound fuels management practices.
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Extends the production tax credit for qualifying renewable resources through the end of 2007
Provides tax credits for certain energy efficiency equipment and renewable energy improvements in homes and businesses
Provides tax credits for microturbine and fuel cell purchases by residences and businesses

Renewable Sources, 
Efficiency and 
Distributed 
Resources

Grants FERC authority to review books and records and approve cost allocations in holding company systems upon state request
Institutes securities fraud-like anti-fraud rules governing energy market manipulation

Oversight

Eliminates mandatory purchase and sale requirements under PURPA in competitive markets and for “inefficient” facilities in other markets
Significantly increases FERC penalty authority – to $1 million per day – for market manipulation violations
Subjects large G&T cooperatives and public power authorities to open access requirements
Permits FERC to authorize market-based rates for gas storage and related services, provided lack of market power can be demonstrated

Markets

Repeals Public Utility Holding Company Act, eliminating many restrictions on classes of non-utility investors
Requires FERC to establish incentive-based rate regulations for transmission
Permits 15-year tax depreciation for new power lines or, through 2010, gas distribution pipelines
Defers gain on sale of transmission assets to a FERC-approved RTO
Establishes programs funding R&D, tax credits and other subsidies for “clean coal” power generation
Establishes a production tax credit, liability extension and subsidies for new nuclear generation
Provides incentives for oil and gas production from various sources and methods – marginal properties, hydrates, CO2 injection

Investment

Mandates reliability rules through a self-regulating organization (most likely NERC) under FERC oversight
Grants FERC backstop siting authority over “national interest electric transmission corridors” where state siting is not timely
Allows (not mandates) participant funding of transmission upgrades
Gives FERC exclusive oversight of LNG terminal siting

Infrastructure

Summary of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (Selected Provisions)

Energy Policy Act Enacted

First, the bill makes an unprecedented commitment to energy conservation and efficiency….   
Second, this bill will allow America to make cleaner and more productive use of our domestic 
energy resources, including coal, and nuclear power, and oil and natural gas....   Thirdly, the 
bill I sign today will help diversify our energy supply by promoting alternative and renewable 
energy sources....  Fourth, the energy bill will help ensure that consumers receive electricity 
over dependable modern infrastructure.
- George W. Bush, signing the Energy Policy Act of 2005, Sandia National Laboratory,

Albuquerque, New Mexico, August 8, 2005

First, the bill makes an unprecedented commitment to energy conservation and efficiency….   
Second, this bill will allow America to make cleaner and more productive use of our domestic 
energy resources, including coal, and nuclear power, and oil and natural gas....   Thirdly, the 
bill I sign today will help diversify our energy supply by promoting alternative and renewable 
energy sources....  Fourth, the energy bill will help ensure that consumers receive electricity 
over dependable modern infrastructure.
- George W. Bush, signing the Energy Policy Act of 2005, Sandia National Laboratory,

Albuquerque, New Mexico, August 8, 2005

• A mandatory national renewable portfolio standard
• Mandatory RTO participation
• Greenhouse gas regulation
• Oil and gas exploration and production on the Arctic 

National Wildlife Refuge or on the Outer Continental 
Shelf

• New vehicle fuel efficiency standards

“On the Cutting Room Floor:” Omitted from EPAct

On August 8, President Bush signed into law the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct), the most significant energy legislation in more than a 
decade.  While many issues on gas and oil supply remain unresolved by the legislation, it was seen as a boost for generation development, an 
advance for reliability, an enabler of utility consolidation, and a delegation of a significant number of powers to FERC.

Sources:  Department of Energy; Edison Electric Institute; American Gas Association; ScottMadden analysis
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Hurricanes Take Their Toll

Outsourcing and Disaster Recovery – A Success Story
• Entergy’s IT operations had been outsourced to SAIC. SAIC staff and Entergy employees were

mobilized and working seamlessly together, and many vendors went beyond the call of duty to 
support Entergy

• Critical systems – outage recording and management applications – were run off a backup 
datacenter per Entergy’s disaster recovery plan.  By August 31, two days after Katrina, critical 
systems were restored 

• Key to success was Entergy’s IT disaster recovery plan, which is updated annually

Hurricane Katrina at Landfall

On August 29 and September 25, respectively, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita hit the Gulf of 
Mexico coast.  Both led to significant damage to homes and business.  Katrina, in 
particular, led to a catastrophic loss of life.  Especially hard hit was the oil and gas 

infrastructure.  After some initially optimistic reports, many in the energy industry now 
believe that it will take months to resume normal operations.

Hurricane Rita at Landfall

Storms Force Entergy New Orleans Into
Bankruptcy
• Entergy was particularly hard-hit by Hurricanes Katrina and 

Rita.  Repair and continuity costs are estimated at more than $1
billion, with half that amount ($475 million) at Entergy New 
Orleans (ENO) alone

• ENO, Entergy’s smallest utility and comprising about 7% of 
revenue and 3% of earnings, filed for Chapter 11 
reorganization on Sept. 23.  Entergy pre-arranged changes in 
sister company financing agreements to avoid cross defaults

Ripple Effects Felt in Oil/Gas
Production
• Katrina damaged or destroyed more than 18 oil and gas rigs
• Although Rita proved less damaging to land-based 

infrastructure, it caused record damage to offshore oil and gas 
rigs, impacting 23 rigs

• This disaster came on top of a pre-existing shortage of rigs and 
experienced crews. Replacement rigs may not be available until 
2008, threatening a continued squeeze on gas supply

• Stung by the magnitude of losses, the insurance industry is 
raising premiums for oil/gas production facilities as high as 
400% of current rates

• As of early November, 15% of annual production remained 
shut in as a result of the hurricanes

Restoration Is a Herculean Task
• Affected utilities demonstrated tremendous capabilities for 

recovery.  Entergy deployed 16,000 crew members and support 
personnel to restore after both Rita and Katrina.  Before Rita 
hit, Entergy had restored service to 80% of customers without 
power

• Mississippi Power deployed 11,000 of its own and other utility 
employees and restored power in 12 days

• Post-Rita recovery was particularly swift.  In a week, Entergy 
had restored two-thirds of customer outages caused by Rita, 
and CenterPoint restored more than 70 percent of customers 
within 36 hours

Storms Force Entergy New Orleans Into
Bankruptcy
• Entergy was particularly hard-hit by Hurricanes Katrina and 

Rita.  Repair and continuity costs are estimated at more than $1
billion, with half that amount ($475 million) at Entergy New 
Orleans (ENO) alone

• ENO, Entergy’s smallest utility and comprising about 7% of 
revenue and 3% of earnings, filed for Chapter 11 
reorganization on Sept. 23.  Entergy pre-arranged changes in 
sister company financing agreements to avoid cross defaults

Ripple Effects Felt in Oil/Gas
Production
• Katrina damaged or destroyed more than 18 oil and gas rigs
• Although Rita proved less damaging to land-based 

infrastructure, it caused record damage to offshore oil and gas 
rigs, impacting 23 rigs

• This disaster came on top of a pre-existing shortage of rigs and 
experienced crews. Replacement rigs may not be available until 
2008, threatening a continued squeeze on gas supply

• Stung by the magnitude of losses, the insurance industry is 
raising premiums for oil/gas production facilities as high as 
400% of current rates

• As of early November, 15% of annual production remained 
shut in as a result of the hurricanes

Restoration Is a Herculean Task
• Affected utilities demonstrated tremendous capabilities for 

recovery.  Entergy deployed 16,000 crew members and support 
personnel to restore after both Rita and Katrina.  Before Rita 
hit, Entergy had restored service to 80% of customers without 
power

• Mississippi Power deployed 11,000 of its own and other utility 
employees and restored power in 12 days

• Post-Rita recovery was particularly swift.  In a week, Entergy 
had restored two-thirds of customer outages caused by Rita, 
and CenterPoint restored more than 70 percent of customers 
within 36 hours

64%

Entergy:  766,000
CenterPoint Energy:  700,000

$8 billion

119

37%

Total:  2,700,000
Entergy:  1,100,000

Mississippi Power:  195,000

$70-130 billion

1,070 as of Nov. 4

Max. Gulf gas 
production 
shut in

Customers 
without  
power (peak)

Damages

Fatalities

Sources:  NOAA; Rigzone.com; The Wall Street Journal; Entergy Corp.; CenterPoint Energy; 
CSO Magazine (Nov. 2005); CIO.com (Sept. 16, 2005); U.S. Minerals Management Service; industry news
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Energy Industry Stock Prices

Merchant Power Recovers from the Depths
Selected Statistics at Oct. 31, 2005

Notes:  This panel is composed principally of Fortune 1000 Energy and Utility companies (2004 rankings as of Apr. 18, 2005).
P/E is for most recent four quarters, as available, based upon Nov. 1 stock price; ROE is trailing twelve months as of June 30.

“σ” means the standard deviation of P/E ratios for the group.  Figures are rounded to nearest integer.
Averages and σ exclude statistics deemed “Not Available,” but include reported negative ROE figures.

National Grid ROE figures are for most recent fiscal year; P/Es relate to National Grid plc ADRs.
Sources:  The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 1, 2005) (P/E, historical stock prices); Yahoo! Finance (historical stock prices); 

S&P Capital IQ (provided by Yahoo! Finance) (ROE)

Note to Readers
• In this Update, we have reframed the stock price history to trace prices from the beginning of 2003, 

as fortunes of the energy sector had turned from merchant “bust,” recession and 9/11 recovery
• We have also included in this review gas-only utilities and will continue to do so in future issues
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Great Plains
Energy

Hawaiian Electric
Pinnacle West
PNM Resources
PPL Corp.
Progress Energy
Sierra Pacific
Southern Co.
TECO Energy  
TXU
Xcel Energy

AEP
Allegheny Energy
Cinergy
Constellation
Dominion
DTE Energy
Duke Energy
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Exelon
FirstEnergy
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Southern Union
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Westar Energy
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Reliant Energy
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OGE Energy
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+178%DJUA

+119%T&D

+149%Diversified

Merchant performance a reflection
of a depressed starting point
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View of the Investment Community

A Tough Season for Gas Utilities and General Caution on Electrics
Diversified Integrated
(E&G) Utilities

“[W]e see continued growth in 
unregulated operations offset by 
lower results in the regulated 
businesses.”

“Higher commodity prices have 
raised the cost of fuel and 
purchased power for electric 
utilities and supply costs for gas 
utilities....Faced with higher bills, 
customers may default on their 
payments, resulting in higher 
bad debt expense.  Also, with 
customers already facing higher 
bills, we think regulators are less 
likely to grant utility rate increase 
requests.”

“Utilities with unregulated 
operations such as exploration 
and production (E&P)...present 
attractive opportunities.”

“Multi-utilities that participate in 
competitive wholesale and retail 
power markets should benefit 
from additional market 
deregulation and firming power 
prices....”

Neutral  

Electric Utilities

“We expect favorable EPS 
comparisons in 2005, aided by 
much fewer dilutive issuances of 
new equity, an increased level of 
share buybacks, and the 
divestiture of underperforming 
non-core businesses.  These 
positives should help offset the 
high pension-related costs 
utilities face, which have 
restricted earnings for many 
companies.”

“[T]he deregulation of the 
industry has slowed to a 
standstill.  We believe it will 
eventually resume, but in a more 
judicious manner.”

“[T]he power markets were 
recovering quicker than 
expected to refocus on more 
unregulated utilities.”

“New energy legislation...[has] 
brought more clarity to the 
power industry’s long-term 
prospects.  Too, ...the electrics 
have reduced energy trading, 
balance sheet, and operating 
risks....[T]here’s probably room 
for more gains, but...valuations 
for a number...have become a 
bit rich.”

“We expect that the successful 
utilities will be those that pay 
down debt and provide stable 
earnings and dividend growth.”

“[T]he regulatory environment is 
generally good...as regulators 
look to infrastructure 
improvement as a means to 
increase operating efficiency and 
keep a lid on prices longer 
term.”

“Still, a bet on utilities today is 
an implicit bet that the 
‘conundrum’ of low interest 
rates on long-term bonds will 
persist.”

“Gas utilities (characterized by 
slower growth but higher 
dividend yields) have enjoyed 
above-average returns...due in 
part...to historically low interest 
rates, which have made their 
dividends more attractive....”

“For 2005, we expect low to 
mid-single digit growth...for 
regulated utility operations.  
Rising employee-related 
expenses, higher bad debt costs, 
and a difficult regulatory 
environment for utility rate relief 
should mostly offset new 
customer additions....With 
ratepayers already paying 
more...and likely to pay sharply 
higher prices this winter, we 
believe utilities will face an uphill 
battle in securing rate increases 
for delivery and maintenance.”

“[H]igh natural gas 
prices...might lead to 
conservation among customers 
during the upcoming winter 
heating season....”

Local Distribution 
Companies Gas Utilities

Neutral  Neutral  Negative  

Sources:  Standard & Poor’s Stock Reports; Forbes.com (citing Merrill Lynch); Value Line Investment Survey; The Wall Street Journal

“In 2005, we see energy 
merchants keeping their focus 
on maintaining liquidity and 
lowering debt.  We also expect 
consolidation in the industry....”

“Although overcapacity in the 
wholesale power market 
continues to restrict margins, ... 
a slowdown in generation 
capacity additions, coupled with 
the planned retirement of older 
plants and rising demand..., 
should ease the supply demand 
imbalance over the next four 
years.”

“Longer term, ...independent 
power producers that have 
secured geographic scale and 
fuel diversity...[are] likely to 
outperform.”

“PUHCA repeal together with 
increased consolidation 
dynamics in the non-regulated 
power sector should spur more 
utility M&A activity.”

“The merchant generators that 
managed to ward off bankruptcy 
still have large debt burdens and 
have to deal with low spark 
spreads....The companies that 
can hang tough will likely reward 
investors....”

Merchant
Generators
Neutral to Positive  
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Energy Policy Act of 2005 Overview

• For M&A, state regulatory hurdles and 
financial community skepticism remain

• FERC M&A review criteria must be 
finalized

• ERO will probably be NERC, but that 
status might not be exclusive

• Reliability standards have yet to be 
established

• It remains unclear what constitutes a 
“national interest electric transmission 
corridor”

• Tax benefits depend upon a transmission 
buyer’s or seller’s unique financial 
situation

• “Gray” area of what constitutes fraud or 
manipulation may deter legitimate 
energy trading strategies, increasing the 
need for enhanced risk management and 
compliance oversight

Complications

• Elimination of constraints against 
foreign, financial firm utility ownership 
and geographic/system adjacency means 
a potential increase in M&A activity and 
different players

• PUHCA repeal effective date of February 
2006 will likely mean no deal 
announcements during this transition 
period, but potential players may need to 
be active now

• “PURPA machines” that lack true 
efficiency will be either upgraded or 
mothballed once existing contracts end

• States will contemplate compacts or 
structures to avoid FERC intervention

• Transmission asset transfers, especially 
before 2008, are facilitated by tax 
incentives

• Manipulative schemes like “Fat Boy”
and “Get Shorty” will be deterred by anti-
fraud language and a $1 million per day 
civil penalty

• Repeals Public Utility Holding Company Act

• Expands FERC merger and acquisition 
oversight

• Reforms Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act 
by eliminating must-take contracts for 
inefficient facilities

• Establishes mandatory electric reliability 
standards, enforceable by FERC through an 
electric reliability organization (ERO)

• Mandates FERC backstop siting authority, 
especially for a “national interest electric 
transmission corridor”

• Requires that transmission rate incentives be 
established by FERC

• Mandates open access for large non-FERC 
jurisdictionals, subject to private use restrictions

• Extends time to eight years for recognizing 
gains on certain transmission asset sales and 
shortens depreciable life to 15 years and 
provides five-year NOL carry-forward on 
transmission equipment

• Bans market manipulation and provides civil 
penalties for violation

Electricity

ImplicationsKey Provisions

Sources:  FitchRatings; law firm client alerts; Edison Electric Institute; National Regulatory Research Institute; ScottMadden analysis

Provisions Affecting Electric Utilities

A Deal Hiatus?
• The new Energy Policy Act repealed the Public Utility Holding Company Act (PUHCA)
• Repeal, however, is not effective until February 2006, with transactions until then still 

subject to PUHCA
• In addition, FERC has been charged with developing rules to implement PUHCA repeal 

and has issued a NOPR to revise its merger review guidelines
• This uncertainty may serve to reduce M&A activity until this transition period has ended 

and rules are clarified

Action Items for the Interim
Determine strategic imperatives for merger or independence
Devote time and resources for assessment of competitive 
landscape
Honestly assess achievable synergies from potential M&A 
candidates
Contemplate integration strategies and line up resources if a 
target has been identified
Develop a regulatory negotiation strategy and “last best 
offer” to ensure fair allocation of value to shareholders
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Energy Policy Act of 2005 Overview (Cont’d)

• Clean coal development may be more 
regionally oriented – East and Midwest –
where bituminous coal is more readily 
available

• Possible lost intellectual capital for 
companies that fund development, 
absent technology guarantees or royalties

• Promising clean coal technologies other 
than IGCC may languish, given the focus 
of funding

• Congress has made a bet on IGCC as the 
likely clean coal option, providing a 
boost for its widespread 
commercialization and development of 
clean coal projects

• Higher sulfur Eastern coal is more 
attractive, given clean coal and pollution 
retrofit incentives, especially in light of 
rail problems 

• With incentives, engineering/ 
construction and equipment suppliers 
could see some enhanced prospects

• Extended amortization of pollution 
control facilities spurs retrofits

• Promotes clean coal through $200 million per 
year for a Clean Coal Power Initiative, favoring 
gasification technologies and requiring 
public/private cost-sharing

• Provides for DOE loan guarantees for 
integrated gasification coal (IGCC) projects that 
are:

― Highly efficient (<7,000 BTU/kWh) and 
sequester CO2 –OR–

― Large (>400 MWs) and produce power at 
unsubsidized competitive rates in 
competitive markets

• Provides $500 million for pollution control 
retrofits and $2.5 billion for clean coal projects 
(excluding cogeneration) that meet certain 
thermal efficiency standards

• Establishes a clean coal investment tax credit 
ranging between 15% and 20%, depending upon 
technology

• Extends amortization of pollution control 
facilities from five to seven years

Coal

• “Latecomer” projects and consortia may 
not get DOE sponsorship federal 
subsidies or indemnity against delay

• Investment community interest in 
projects remains uncertain

• Local opposition (à la Shoreham) is still a 
potential issue

Complications

• Nuclear project risk is reduced, 
especially for early movers and DOE-
approved projects

• Nuclear engineering/construction firms 
will see booming business in near-term

• Extends Price-Anderson Act nuclear indemnity 
provisions through 2025 and lifts cap to $95 
million

• Indemnifies against litigation-related or NRC 
approval delay costs (up to $2 billion total) for 
first six new reactors

• Subsidizes DOE-authorized next generation 
nuclear projects by $1.25 billion

• Establishes production tax credit (1.8¢) over an 
eight-year period for power produced by 
advanced nuclear facilities in service by 2021

Nuclear

ImplicationsKey Provisions

Sources:  FitchRatings; law firm client alerts; Edison Electric Institute; National Regulatory Research Institute; ScottMadden analysis

Provisions Affecting Electric Utilities (Cont’d)
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Energy Policy Act of 2005 Overview (Cont’d)

• As with renewables, short duration of 
incentives may impact their effectiveness 
and sustainability of their support of 
technology development

• Dollars devoted to renewables and 
efficiency programs are surpassed by 
those focused on advancing new 
technologies in central station generation 
and transmission

• “Cost-effectiveness” is not defined in the 
legislation

• Goals identified, in some cases, but no 
enforcement mechanism

• What constitutes a “qualified”
hydroelectric facility needs to be defined

• Short duration of production tax credit 
may prove insufficient to spur significant 
development funding, especially for early 
stage technologies

• Patchwork of state renewable portfolio 
standards remains

• Once subsidies phase out, economic 
viability of renewables remains in 
question

Complications

• Promotes development and 
commercialization energy efficiency 
products

• Updates energy conservation standards (e.g., 
SEER) for certain residential and commercial 
appliances and equipment

• Requires revised federal building energy 
efficiency standards reducing energy 
consumption 30% below current levels

• Mandates hourly (time-of-use) metering in 
federal buildings by 2012

• Requires federal executive and public housing 
agencies to purchase energy efficient products, 
where cost-effective

• Authorizes low income energy assistance 
program grants through year-end 2007, 
including authorization to purchase renewables

Energy Efficiency

• Encourages investment in renewables 
development, especially those that are in 
commercialization or near it

• Sparks interest in lesser-known 
renewable technologies, especially 
ocean-based

• Extends the $19/MWh renewable production 
tax credit through year-end 2007, and extends 
qualifying facilities to include wave, current, 
tidal and ocean thermal energy

• Promotes renewables R&D through $2 billion in 
incentives, including $600 million for biomass 
and biofuels

• Establishes a renewable portfolio standard for 
federal government facilities of 7.5% by 2013

• Sets goal of solar energy systems for 20,000 
government buildings by 2010

• Provides 1.8¢/kWh for qualified hydro facilities 

Renewables and 
Hydroelectric

ImplicationsKey Provisions

Sources:  FitchRatings; law firm client alerts; Edison Electric Institute; 
National Regulatory Research Institute; Taxpayers for Common Sense; ScottMadden analysis

Provisions Affecting Electric Utilities (Cont’d)
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Source:  Taxpayers for Common Sense
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Current and Projected Non-Hydroelectric Renewable Energy Generation
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Renewables and the Energy Act 

Intermittent technology
Resources often in areas with 
development restrictions or 
transmission constraints

Hurdles
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Some Support for Renewables in the Energy Act, But Not A Home Run
• The Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct) extends the “placed-in-service” date two additional years (to 

December 31, 2007) to qualify for the Section 45 Renewable Electricity Production Tax Credit (PTC)
― The PTC provides a 1.9¢/kWh tax credit (adjusted 2005 amount) for electricity generated with most 

qualifying facilities over the first ten years of a project’s operation
― Eligible renewable energy electricity generating technologies remain economically attractive due to the 

extension of the PTC
― Qualifying facilities include wind, solar, closed-loop and open-loop biomass facilities, geothermal, 

small irrigation power, landfill gas, and trash combustion facilities
• EPAct did not include a national renewable portfolio standard (RPS), which would have driven significant 

investment in renewables
― Investment in renewables is expected to continue growing even without a national RPS, given the 

existence of an RPS in 21 states, the extension of the PTC and current high gas prices
― One hoped-for spur of renewables development will be the renewables quota for federal facilities, 

which consume about 1.5% of U.S. energy
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― One hoped-for spur of renewables development will be the renewables quota for federal facilities, 
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“This is the first time that an 
extension of the production tax credit 
for wind energy has been approved 
before the credit expires, and, 
following the past six years of boom-
and-bust cycles caused by successive 
expirations, that is very good news for 
the industry.”
- American Wind Energy Association 

The legislation produces “the 
strongest national policy for solar 
power in two decades” and means 
that solar now “comes with a more 
affordable price tag, and more 
consumers will take a step towards 
energy independence by choosing 
solar power....[T]hese tax credits will 
bring solar power costs over the 
tipping point in many areas of the 
country....”
- Solar Energy Industries Association

2013 renewables
target = 7.5%

Is A Federal RPS Enough?

Source:  EIA

Source:  EIA
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Hurricane Impacts – The Gas Markets
Summer prices (pre-hurricane) had been rising 
due to higher oil prices, increased gas-fired 
power generation, and lagging supply 
additions

One bright spot:  Underground gas storage 
was at levels slightly above average for the past 
five years

Gas supplies were tight even 
before Hurricanes Katrina 
and Rita

FERC is permitting rerouting of gas and 
affiliate communications without triggering 
regulatory processes

FERC is working to 
facilitate supply 
development and 
deliverability

Many rigs were severely damaged or lost.  In 
some cases new rigs will be needed, but there 
was a shortage in rigs and trained rig operators 
prior to the storms, adding additional time 
before production can resume

Some believe there is now a 
fundamental supply curve 
shift, with sustained spikes 
in price being the norm

“[T]hese efforts will not help increase supplies 
during this winter.”
- FERC Chairman Kelliher

Some expect Canadian imports, some
increased LNG, and increased conservation 
will have to bridge the gap in gas supply

New LNG facilities provide 
some alternative supply but 
will not be online to make a 
difference this winter

“It’s going to be possible to get spikes to $15 
and higher...At these prices, I think there’s 
going to be a tremendous amount of demand 
destruction.”
- Barron’s

The conservation effect of high gas prices will 
lower utilities’ earnings and employ working 
capital both to cover the lag between deliveries 
and collections as well as any margin calls on 
hedged gas

LDCs are increasingly 
worried about winter gas 
supplies and are vulnerable 
to potential sustained 
$10+/MMBTU gas, due to 
either potential cash flow 
problems or demand 
destruction

“There is cause for concern about the ability to 
meet peak day needs.”
- Interstate Natural Gas Assn. of America

In identifying a potential loss of 16% of annual 
Gulf production – “The implication for long-
term Gulf of Mexico supply availability is 
alarming”
- Wood Mackenzie energy consultants

Supply will be adequate 
overall, but there may be 
periodic shortages or 
deliverability problems this 
winter

Already Rising Gas Prices Have Been Exacerbated

Much Gulf Oil & Gas Production Remains Off-Line

Sources:  INGAA; Wood Mackenzie; Barron’s; FERC; Energy and Environmental Analysis; industry reports; 
FERC Conference on the State of the Natural Gas Infrastructure (October 12, 2005); oilnergy.com

Shut-In Production – Days After Landfall:
Hurricanes Rita & Katrina (through Nov. 3) vs. Ivan

NYMEX Henry Hub Natural Gas Prices

Hurricane
Rita (9/24)

Hurricane
Katrina (8/29)

11/17 close:
$11.94
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Coal Markets 
Powder River Basin Coal Has Doubled in Price This Year

Sources:  Energy Information Administration; CitiGroup Global Markets; Standard & Poor’s; oilnergy.com;  
Evolution Markets; Union Pacific Railroad; BNSF Railroad; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; Enerfax Daily; katrinadestruction.com

Transportation Problems Dominate
• Coal prices, especially for low-sulfur Powder River Basin (PRB) coal, have increased 

dramatically in 2005, driven in part by transportation difficulties
— Damage to the Southern Powder River Basin Joint Line caused by heavy rains 

and a pair of train derailments
— New Orleans and Mobile terminal closures due to Hurricane Katrina
— Low water levels on the lower Missouri and Mississippi Rivers during July and 

August limiting PRB barge deliveries (5%-10% of annual PRB deliveries)
• SO2 allowance prices and shrinking inventories have also contributed to the PRB 

price run-up.  Coal stockpiles have been running lower than normal, with May 2005 
peak inventories at 47 days supply vs. 63 days supply as recently as 2002 

• Southern utilities burning PRB coal have been particularly affected.   Other 
companies, such as Xcel Energy, have indicated a potential need to run gas-fired 
generation

• Despite deliverability problems, coal companies have benefited from dramatic run-
ups in oil and gas prices.  Coal demand is expected to increase 4.5% in 2005

• Coal producers, however, have not been able to enjoy this boom given high debt 
levels, weak liquidity, escalating costs for resources from diesel to mining 
equipment, mine disruptions and industry-specific issues such as a dearth of skilled 
miners

• Spot and contract prices are expected to remain firm through 2006 as firms 
replenish their inventories SO2 Allowance Spot Prices Have Risen Dramatically

Trouble Spots for PRB Coal Delivery

Coal Prices by Region –
Nov. 2002-Nov. 2005 ($/Ton)

SO2 Spot Allowance Settle Prices –
Nov. 2004-Nov. 2005 ($/Ton)
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Power Markets Update

Note:  Dark spread is based upon Central Appalachian coal at 12,000 BTU/lb., a 9,500 BTU/kWh heat rate, 
NYMEX 2007 forward pricing, and 24/7 flat power pricing.  Spark spreads based upon 7,000 BTU/kWh heat rate

Sources:  NERC, 2005 Long-Term Reliability Assessment (Sept. 2005); Platt’s; CitiGroup Smith Barney; industry reports; Energy Information Administration 

New Generator Additions (2005-2014)
as % of 2004 Capacity

Generation Additions Are Slowing

Generator Additions and Retirements (2000-2014)
by Year and Type

Capacity Is Adequate...for Now
• In its latest reliability assessment, NERC 

says that capacity is adequate for the near-
term

• However, in many regions, reserve margins 
tighten by 2010, requiring capacity 
additions

• Much of the planned new generation 
remains gas-fired, increasing concerns that 
grid reliability will be susceptible to gas 
infrastructure problems

• Other proposed additions – new advanced 
pulverized and clean coal technologies and 
recently announced nuclear units – have 
longer lead times and are not expected to 
be on-line until 2014 or 2015, well after 
some supply margins tighten

• One possible result is more expensive and 
volatile power prices

The Impact of Hurricanes Katrina 
and Rita Is Still Unknown
• NERC will evaluate hurricane impacts on 

reliability in its winter assessment
• Gas deliverability and pricing issues have 

demonstrated to Western utilities, largely 
dependent upon hydro, their increasing 
exposure to gas pricing

Power Prices Have Followed Gas
Price Increases
• Power prices have risen dramatically –

October brought triple-digit wholesale spot 
prices and winter forward prices

• Spring and summer 2006 forward prices are 
higher than prior periods, but not 
dramatically
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Dark and Spark Spreads Have Risen
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How Traders Are Faring
• Higher gas prices, however, have impacted power 

markets.  Resulting higher power prices have 
reduced the number of counterparties and 
available volumes as some smaller players reach 
counterparty credit limits more quickly

• While liquidity in power markets is lower, it does 
not seem to be halting transactions – the general 
consensus is that deals can get done
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reduced the number of counterparties and 
available volumes as some smaller players reach 
counterparty credit limits more quickly

• While liquidity in power markets is lower, it does 
not seem to be halting transactions – the general 
consensus is that deals can get done
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The Fuels Management Imperative

“Lessons 
learned”
Inventory 
analysis
Budget and 
variance 
analysis
Capital 
(working 
capital) cost 
review
Commodity risk 
assessment
Policy/ 
regulatory
“wish list”
Future prices 
and generation 
options
Strategic 
sourcing 
opportunities

Periodic

Reviewing, 
Learning and 
Informing 
Decisions

The Fuels Management Lifecycle:  Engaging in Sound Fuels Management?

Near-term 
market 
point of 
view:  
weather 
trending, 
deliver-
ability 
issues, 
etc.
Portfolio 
optimiza-
tion: 
“Make vs. 
buy”
decisions
Schedul-
ing and 
logistics

Portfolio optimization:  spot 
vs. contract vs. power 
purchases
Inventory position
Periodic laddering of 
positions
Risk management and 
financial hedging
Commodity and emissions 
product identification and 
selection
Contract negotiation and 
management
Refined market view (incl. 
labor situation)
Storage and pipeline positions 
and pricing
Identification, quantification 
of potential emissions 
penalties
Fuels quality and blending 
needs
Logistics planning

Long-term fuels market 
trending and analysis –
liquidity, volatility, 
capability to hedge, basis 
vs. commodity, product 
review
Fleet operations strategy/
dispatch “decent guess”
Emissions and trading 
strategy (incl. greenhouse 
gas)
Fuels quality requirements
Asset positions 
(midstream/upstream)
Regulatory and rate 
recovery environment
Risk tolerances
Tradeoffs with demand 
response

Daily, weekly 
& monthly

Monthly, quarterly & annuallyMonthly, quarterly, annually 
& longer

Trading and 
Tactical 
Execution

Contracting and 
Intermediate-Term Execution

Planning, Analyzing 
and Strategic Decisionmaking

New Fuels Management Issues Continue to Mount for Generators and Utilities
• Increased Fundamental and Logistics Risk: Gas and coal prices are volatile and escalating.  Supply is sometimes unobtainable as extraction or transportation 

problems continue for both gas and coal.  These problems are exacerbated by increasing reliance upon gas-fired generation.  Gas infrastructure has been pushed to its 
limits and storage is scarce, while rail rates are going up even as service interruptions have continued

• Recovery of Costs and Shifting of Financial Risk: Regulatory and public resistance to fuel cost rate increases, which can result in deferral of recovery or offset of 
parts of increases against utility profits, is increasingly shifting financial risk to shareholders, and public and political pressure may drive a harder review of utility prudence

• Environmental Regulation: New environmental requirements and advanced scrubber technology are forcing reconsideration of fuel mix and fuel quality strategies
• Consolidation: A reduced number of market participants due to the merchant shakeout and consolidation of financially challenged suppliers with increasing production 

costs has reduced the number of potential counterparties as well as some liquidity in the commodities markets
• Fiscal Pressures: Capital requirements have grown with increasing prices and CFOs are under pressure to deploy capital (including working capital) more wisely

• Rate recovery vs. market exposure
• Savings allocations –

ratepayer vs. shareholder
• Greenhouse gas strategies vs. 

mandated-only compliance 
approaches

• Current and expected fuel mix of 
gas, oil, coal, nuclear, and/or 
renewables and gas/power linkages

• Varying local environmental 
requirements (e.g., NOx)

• Locational market distinctions, 
including storage, transportation, 
and transmission infrastructure 
differences

While Fuels 
Management 
Approaches Are 
Not Monolithic 
Across the 
Industry Due to 
Some Key 
Situational 
Differences...

• Procurement focus vs. portfolio 
management approach (market/ 
operations/procurement/financial) 
and needed organizational linkages

• Need to institutionalize knowledge
• Availability and structuring of 

products tailored to needs
• Lack of integration of software 

tools or their complete absence
• Need for quantifiable performance 

goals for fuels management
• Need for more sophisticated risk 

management practices
• Lack of feedback loop for strategic 

investment
• Need to minimize staffing but 

acquire experienced, skilled support 
of fuels management

...Some Issues 
Are Common

Source:  World Coal (Apr. 2004); Siemens Power Generation; industry news; ScottMadden analysis
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FERC’s New Agenda

Vision:  Reliable, affordable 
energy through reliance on 
competition and effective 
regulation

Vision:  Dependable, affordable 
energy through sustained 
competitive markets

Establish merger review rules

Apply new anti-fraud standards and 
civil penalties in energy markets

Prevent exercise of market 
power by reliance on 
effective regulation

Protect customers and 
market participants 
through vigilant and fair 
oversight of both 
traditionally regulated and 
transitioning energy 
markets

Conduct market power inquiry as part 
of market-based rate authority review 
and “public interest” merger review

Create generation interconnection 
rules for renewables

Initiate Order 888 reform

Review resource adequacy (installed 
capacity) proposals

Establish inter-agency Electric Energy 
Competition Task Force

Investigate market-based rates for 
gas storage

Prevent exercise of market 
power by reliance on 
effective competition

Foster nationwide 
competitive energy markets 
as a substitute for 
traditional regulation

Enforce LNG siting authority and pre-
filing “ground rules”

Promulgate grid reliability 
enforcement and standards NOPR

Develop enhanced rates for 
transmission investment

Promote development of a 
robust energy infrastructure

Promote a secure, high-
quality, environmentally 
responsible infrastructure 
through consistent policies

What FERC Is Doing2005-08 Strategic Plan2004 Strategic Plan

Chairman Kelliher in His Own Words

On regional transmission organizations: “I 
support voluntary RTO formation, and that has 
been the commission's policy.”

- July 19 Interview, E&ETV

On PUHCA repeal: “[T]he electricity business 
needs a tremendous amount of cash, a tremendous 
amount of investment, and with PUHCA’s repeal, 
there will be a greater ability to get investment in the 
electricity business. It probably did serve as a barrier 
to entry.... We need a lot of investment in 
transmission, in generation. We need an investment 
on the gas side in pipelines. And I think entry is a 
good thing.  It will result in more investment.”

- August 17 Interview, Bloomberg TV

On federal energy legislation: “We were given a 
lot of new responsibilities, particularly in the area of 
electric regulation, but also gas regulation....It grants 
the Commission much stronger regulatory tools, in 
part to assure that competitive markets actually work 
well.”

- Statement by the Chairman on the Energy Policy Act

On a reform agenda: “[T]here's a couple of things 
I do want to pursue, and I think there is a rough 
consensus among the commission to pursue. One is 
reforming our transmission access rules....I think it's 
time to close out the California proceedings and 
focus on getting the market rules fixed so that we 
won't see a recurrence of those problems....Gas 
storage pricing is another area where I think we need 
to reform our policies...with the goal being to 
expand storage capacity and to encourage more 
efficient use of whatever capacity we have....RTO 
costs: I think that's a final area, on kind of an initial 
cut of an agenda, a top priority to have some 
initiative to control RTO costs.”

- July 19 Interview, E&ETV

Chairman Kelliher in His Own Words

On regional transmission organizations: “I 
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been the commission's policy.”
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electricity business. It probably did serve as a barrier 
to entry.... We need a lot of investment in 
transmission, in generation. We need an investment 
on the gas side in pipelines. And I think entry is a 
good thing.  It will result in more investment.”

- August 17 Interview, Bloomberg TV

On federal energy legislation: “We were given a 
lot of new responsibilities, particularly in the area of 
electric regulation, but also gas regulation....It grants 
the Commission much stronger regulatory tools, in 
part to assure that competitive markets actually work 
well.”

- Statement by the Chairman on the Energy Policy Act

On a reform agenda: “[T]here's a couple of things 
I do want to pursue, and I think there is a rough 
consensus among the commission to pursue. One is 
reforming our transmission access rules....I think it's 
time to close out the California proceedings and 
focus on getting the market rules fixed so that we 
won't see a recurrence of those problems....Gas 
storage pricing is another area where I think we need 
to reform our policies...with the goal being to 
expand storage capacity and to encourage more 
efficient use of whatever capacity we have....RTO 
costs: I think that's a final area, on kind of an initial 
cut of an agenda, a top priority to have some 
initiative to control RTO costs.”

- July 19 Interview, E&ETV

With the passage of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 and the selection of new FERC Chairman Joseph 
Kelliher, FERC policy continues its focus on reliable infrastructure, but has taken a decided shift away 
from competition in and of itself and toward competition as a tool for mitigating market power. 

Supers
ed

ed

Sources:  FERC website; FERC, 2004 Annual Report; Energy & Environment TV; Bloomberg TV; WSJ.com (July 11, 2005)
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FERC Market Power Assessments
The Four-Pronged Test for Market-Based Rates

• Most companies that participate in wholesale power markets
have market-based rate authority

• Market-based rates are available only if firms pass a 
four-pronged test (being refined by FERC):

• If generation market power is found and not rebutted by the 
FERC-established screens (see right), firms must propose 
mitigation plans or revert to FERC-approved cost-based rates

• FERC has revoked market-based rates from more than 100 
applicants, many of whom did not submit market power analyses

Interim Tests (Triennial) for Generation Market Power

No affiliate abuseLack of entry 
barriers

Lack of generation 
market power

Lack of 
transmission market 
power

Can peak demand be met without the firm’s generation?Pivotal 
Supplier Analysis

Does the firm have a dominant position in the market 
in a season based upon its uncommitted capacity (total 
capacity less native load, long-term sales, outages and 
reserves) — >20% of uncommitted capacity in market 
any season?

Wholesale Market 
Share Analysis

Market-based rate authority (assuming other prongs met)

Yes?

What available capacity can be delivered into the market 
at or less than 105% of market price? Does this 
calculation demonstrate that the firm does not have 
significant market share and is not a pivotal supplier?
Do historical sales and transmission data support 
assertion of lack of exercise of market power?

Delivered 
Price Test (and
Historical Data)

No?

Yes?

Cost-Based PricingORMitigation

Rebuttable 
presumption
of market 
power

Market-based 
revenues
subject to 
refund

July
2005

June
2005

July
2005

Decided

Ordered trial-type 
hearing to address 
purported “serious 
deficiencies” in 
Southern’s Delivered 
Price Test analysis

Revoked Duke market-
based rate authority
Cost-based rates must 
be filed and Duke must 
make rate refunds

Qualifies for market-
based rates
Additional filings are 
required on affiliate 
dealings

FERC’s Finding

Petitioned for rehearing in early August – no 
determination yet from FERC

Filed cost-based tariff on July 29 pricing power at 
incremental cost (+ 10%) plus a demand charge; 
these rates have been challenged by other parties
Proposed refunds reported at $178,000

Committed to divest or “virtually divest” 6,600 
MWs of generation
Must update its code of conduct, treat proposed 
merger partner PSEG as an affiliate
All affiliates must file market behavior rules

Company Responses/Proposed RemediesCircumstances

Commission split on whether appropriate to examine internal control area 
constraints in determining relevant market
Mix of support and opposition to Southern from counterparties and market 
participants
Import capability and use of projections in Delivered Price Test analysis were 
key areas of contention

Southern

Ruling applies only to Duke Power control area
Under Delivered Price Test, FERC found high Duke market concentration 
(55%-77%) of economic capacity in all seasons and load periods
NC cooperatives challenged Duke’s import transfer capacity calculations

Duke

No transmission market power because it operates in PJM under accepted 
PJM tariff
No one raised barrier to entry concerns
FERC relied upon having another opportunity to review as part of its PSEG 
merger review

Exelon

Different Players, Different Results on Generation Market Power Analyses in Market-Based Rate Inquiries

No?

Yes?

Sources:  Edison Electric Institute; FERC; industry news

No?
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Transmission Investment and Reliability
Transmission Investment Is Reversing a Long Decline...

Actual and Planned Investment by Integrated and Stand-Alone
Transmission Companies (1999-2008)

Note:  *See The Great Capacity Market Debate, infra
Sources:  EEI, EEI Survey of Transmission Investment (May 2005); EdgarOnline Pro; WSJ.com; ITC Holdings Form S-1;

EUCI Transmission & Reliability Conference (Sept. 26-27, 2005); EnergyBiz (Sept./Oct. 2005); industry news

…But Barriers to Capital Formation Still Exist

• Lack of a process and ability to mandate
• Overlaps and gaps in roles and responsibilities
• Alignment issues between FERC-jurisdictional entities and 

others

Shortcomings in 
regional planning 
process

• Uncertainty and short-term nature of congestion revenue rights 
insufficient to finance upgrades

• Cost socialization and resistance by those who perceive no 
benefit

• Distinctions between economic and reliability upgrades
• Impact on value of generation with elimination of congestion

Payors vs. 
beneficiaries
debate

• Limited investment spurred by FERC-advocated regional 
transmission expansion planning

• State-RTO-federal coordination
• New stakeholders and NIMBY considerations

Complex, time-
consuming siting 
and permitting 
processes

• Involvement of multiple jurisdictions, state and federal
• Unclear transmission cost recovery in retail rates

Regulatory 
uncertainty

• High up-front capital cost
• Perceived inadequate rate of return

Perceived 
investment risk

...And Independent Transmission Has Attracted Interest

Offering Price:  $23.00 Offering Date:  July 26, 2005

Proceeds:  $287.5 million (for 12.5 million shares or 35% of the Company)

Recent Earnings: 2004 earnings were $126.4 million, with Detroit Edison, former
owner of ITC’s transmission assets, accounting for 68% of revenues

Use of Proceeds: For capital expenditures, to repay revolving credit, and to pay 
management termination fees of previous asset owners KKR/Trimaran

ITC Holdings Goes Public

“ITC is committed to investing capital in its transmission system to 
improve reliability and meet its customers' ongoing needs.... Prudent 
capital investment is indicative of our growth strategy.” - ITC Holdings S-1

ITC Stock Price History ITC Service Area

Where Are Investments Taking Us?
• Increasing attention has been paid to the need to spur grid investment
• FERC has expressed interest in independent transmission investment, 

including passive investment.  New energy legislation also directs FERC to 
put in place transmission rate incentives

• Some believe, however, that the debate over transmission investment relates 
primarily to economic issues such as congestion charges and generation 
dispatch, not reliability upgrades

• Economics are nonetheless important:  Without long-term delivered price 
certainty, the increasing reliance on gas-fired generation over baseload or 
transmission expansion solutions may perpetuate high cost energy*

Source:  EEI
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Transmission Investment and Reliability (Cont’d)

Sources:  B. Kirby, Oak Ridge Nat’l Lab., “Barriers to Transmission Investment” (presentation at Apr. 22, 2005 FERC 
Technical Conference); DOE website; DOE & Natural Resources Canada,  

The August 14th Blackout One Year Later (Aug. 13, 2004); NERC, 2005 Long-Term Reliability Assessment (Sept. 2005)

The Blackout Two Years Later:
Reliability on the Edge?

• Generation vs. transmission investment:  The de-linkage between generation 
and transmission planning as a result of restructuring has proven a challenge 
for developing an integrated view of reliability needs and approaches

• On the second anniversary of the August 14, 2003 blackout, Energy Secretary 
Bodman delivered an upbeat assessment of progress on improving reliability, 
many items still a work-in-process.  Some key areas, originally identified as 
“challenges” in U.S.-Canada blackout task force’s 2003 report, remain to be 
completed:
― Revision of NERC’s existing reliability standards
― Certification an Electric Reliability Organization by government agencies 

and approval of its standards
― Enhancement of overall security for the electricity sector, including new 

IT and physical security standards (expected to be in place August 2006)

• Concerns are mounting as demands on the transmission system increase:
― Much equipment in North America is reaching the end of its useful life
― Market expansion (e.g., MISO/PJM integration) and increasing wholesale 

power transaction volume are causing the transmission grid to be
operated differently than the way in which it was designed

• NERC, however, believes that with enforceable rules, reliability should not be a 
problem

Relative Transmission Capacity Has Been Dwindling

Transmission Capacity Relative to Load (1989-2003)

FERC Is Now the Reliability “Cop on the Beat”

While the system has come under increasing strain over the 
past several years because of increased demand and tighter 
transmission operating margins, reliability can be maintained 
and should not be threatened if the industry adheres to the 
NERC reliability standards. If the reliability rules are 
followed, the system can operate reliably over the entire range 
of demands expected to be placed upon it.
- NERC Long-Term Reliability Assessment

FERC must implement these reliability requirements by February 2006

An ERO may, by agreement, delegate its enforcement authority in a 
particular area to a regional entity, which must meet the same general 
criteria as the ERO

EROs may impose penalties for violations of reliability standards, 
subject to FERC review of proposed penalties

EROs must assess and report on bulk-power system adequacy, but 
cannot mandate construction

An ERO must submit reliability standards for FERC approval

FERC may certify an electric reliability organization (ERO), 
independent of bulk power owners, operators and users

FERC has subject-matter jurisdiction over reliability, including 
traditionally non-jurisdictional entities

FERC’s Reliability Tasks under the New Energy Act:  
A Stronger Role for Reliability Organizations

Reflective of increased gas-fired generation
built near load centers in lieu of transmission?
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The Great Capacity Market Debate

Note:  *EBCC is estimated benchmark cost of new capacity (typically a peaking generator)
Sources:  CitiGroup Smith Barney; Standard & Poor’s;  Stanford Washington Research Group; FERC; 

NGI Power Market Today (Sept. 13, 2005); PJM, NYISO, ISO-NE market monitoring reports

Administrative demand curves are unnecessarily administrative and complex
Drives investment inordinately toward peaker generation
Unclear whether signals are sufficient to entice new baseload generation builds

Common 
Objections

Administratively-
determined demand curve 
based upon EBCC sets the 
price, with highest price 
being 1.5 X EBCC*
Regional pricing (NYC vs. 
upstate zones)
Seasonal capacity 
requirement based upon 
supply offered, not 
capacity sought

Separate, administratively-
determined demand 
curves for each region sets 
the price, with highest 
price being 2 X EBCC*
Peak energy rent 
adjustment nets 
theoretical energy market 
from capacity prices

4-year/1-year advance 
procurement requirement
Summer/winter pricing 
options on yearly auction
Installed capacity adjusted 
for EFORd (UCAP)
Capacity must be 
“deliverable” (locational)
An “exit ramp” – RPM 
expires with demand 
response and elimination 
of price caps

Features

Incentives to create 
shortages and bid up 
prices
Short-term capacity 
pricing makes hedging 
and long-term financial 
planning difficult

Potential to exercise 
market power
Increase in ICAP 
payments is windfall to 
generators and costs much 
more than reliability-
must-run payments
No distinction between 
inefficient and efficient 
generation
Areas with excess 
generation must subsidize 
load pockets

Inattention to 
transmission options
Inadequately signals 
demand response

Perceived 
Shortcomings

Proposed Capacity Market Approaches:
What Load-Serving Entities Must Procure and How It Is Priced

Seasonal, monthly, and 
deficiency

No auction, but annual 
adjustment of demand curve 
(pricing)

Seasonal, multi-monthly, 
monthly and daily

Capacity 
Auctions

In operationAlternative proposals solicited 
by FERC, due Jan. 31, 2006

First auction targeted for Oct. 
2006 (but likely later)

An alternative proposal by 
state commissioners would 
not impact capacity until 2010

Slightly revised  proposal filed 
Aug. 31 after proposed 
program was rejected by PJM 

First auction targeted for June 
2006

Status

Resource Adequacy ModelLocational Installed 
Capacity (LICAP)

Reliability Pricing Model 
(RPM)

NYISOISO-NEPJM

Flashpoint:  New England’s LICAP Proposal

The FERC’s Concern:  “There is a problem in New England’s 
wholesale power markets that cannot be ignored, namely, the 
collapse of generation additions and the threat that poses to 
reliability and just and reasonable wholesale power prices in New 
England....I do not want to see the California crisis visited upon 
New England.” - FERC Chairman Kelliher

The Opposition:  “Consumers are forced to pay the most that 
can possibly be paid to those generators choosing a ‘regulated’
pricing system and the most that can possibly be paid to 
generators choosing a ‘market’ pricing system....”
- Connecticut Atty. Gen. Richard Blumenthal
Congress in the Mix:  “The sense of the Congress is that the 
FERC should carefully consider the States’ objections [to 
LICAP].” - Energy Policy Act of 2005, Sec. 1236

The Issue:  Should Capacity Prices Be
Dictated by Markets?
• There is much debate over whether to have and how to 

structure capacity markets in RTOs
• The problem: A confluence of problems, including:

• Increasing demand
• Declining generation investment due to price 

uncertainty (prices cannot be hedged in energy 
markets for long periods, making long-term 
financing of baseload generation difficult)

• Generation scarcity and price spikes in load pockets
• An increasing number of proposed generator 

retirements means capacity may be short soon, with 
potential reliability implications

• The philosophical debate: Whether capacity to support 
reliability is a private good (favoring market 
mechanisms) or a public good (favoring some regulatory-
driven, price-setting approach)

• Potential beneficiaries of ICAP-type capacity payment 
structures are existing generators in capacity constrained 
markets, who receive capacity payments whether or not 
they run, eliminating some risk if otherwise completely 
dependent upon energy markets for cost recovery
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The StakesThe ControversyThe Situation

• Gov. Blagojevich recently appointed 
consumer advocate and auction opponent 
Martin Cohen as chairman of the ICC, who 
was rejected by the Illinois legislature.  
Blagojevich and some senators remain 
committed to appointing a “pro-consumer”
chairman

• Moody’s and S&P have put both ComEd and 
several Ameren subsidiaries on watch for 
possible downgrades, calling the appointment 
“extraordinary” and “highly unusual”

• At investor conferences, ComEd has raised 
the possibility of a bankruptcy filing, although 
it believes a deal with the ICC will be achieved

• ComEd and Ameren seek a preliminary 
determination from the ICC on fairness of the 
auction process, fearing a lack of clear 
approval of the auction plan will require the 
distribution utilities to purchase power without 
some assurance of recovery

• Illinois Gov. Blagojevich opposes the auction 
plan, contending it will increase rates

• Illinois Atty. Gen. Madigan has challenged the 
ICC’s authority to approve auctions, alleging it 
removes ICC oversight

• ComEd believes auctions are fair and 
transparent and has sought a FERC ruling to 
that effect

• ComEd and Ameren rate freezes expire in 
2006

• ComEd seeks approval for an auction 
mechanism for generation service for delivery 
customers.  It also seeks rate increases totaling 
37% of current rates, consisting of 17% for an 
installed capacity charge (related to PJM’s 
Reliability Pricing Model) and a 20% increase 
in delivery service charges to recoup the cost 
of system improvements

• Ameren (parent of Central Illinois Public 
Service, Central Illinois Light, and Illinois 
Power) has sought approval of auction 
mechanisms as well

• The Illinois ICC is expected to rule on the 
plan by February

Illinois:
End
Game
for
Restructuring?

Revenge of the Regulator
• In an increasing number of jurisdictions, long-term rate freezes are expiring for utilities that have unbundled generation 

from T&D during the transition to retail competition
• Many rate increases seek increased fuel and purchased power cost recovery, as gas generation is more dominant and gas 

prices have increased dramatically since restructuring began in the mid-1990s.  Some applications involve establishment 
of mechanisms for standard offer power procurement mechanisms (see Illinois discussion below)

• These requests may prove to be contentious where the incumbent utility’s unbundled generation remains a significant 
player in relevant wholesale markets, the regulatory environment is politically charged and wholesale prices have risen

• In an increasing number of jurisdictions, long-term rate freezes are expiring for utilities that have unbundled generation 
from T&D during the transition to retail competition

• Many rate increases seek increased fuel and purchased power cost recovery, as gas generation is more dominant and gas 
prices have increased dramatically since restructuring began in the mid-1990s.  Some applications involve establishment 
of mechanisms for standard offer power procurement mechanisms (see Illinois discussion below)

• These requests may prove to be contentious where the incumbent utility’s unbundled generation remains a significant 
player in relevant wholesale markets, the regulatory environment is politically charged and wholesale prices have risen

Preparing for Rate Shock? –
A Sampling of Utilities Seeking Rate Increases

$23.64

$51.88

$45.58

$58.89

$33.97

$26.10

$37.09

$43.04

$55.99

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 YTD 2005

On transitioning to market-based rates in 
2009 after expiration of Ohio’s “rate 
stabilization plans:”

“In our view, the significant price increase 
that would likely occur to retail customers if 
we priced all of our generation at market 
price would be a very difficult sell.”
- Susan Tomasky, CFO, American Electric Power

On transitioning to market-based rates in 
2009 after expiration of Ohio’s “rate 
stabilization plans:”

“In our view, the significant price increase 
that would likely occur to retail customers if 
we priced all of our generation at market 
price would be a very difficult sell.”
- Susan Tomasky, CFO, American Electric Power

Illinois Restructuring Timeline vs. Example Wholesale Prices
(Weighted Average Peak Prices – Cinergy Hub)

IL House 
Bill

IL Senate
Bill

Full IL Retail
Access

Access for IL
C&I Customers IL Auction

Mechanism
Proposed

Note:  Wholesale prices are volume weighted averages per RDI PowerDat.  Figure for YTD 2005 is through Oct. 4, 2005.
Sources:  Energy Information Administration; RDI PowerDat; The Wall Street Journal; industry news; utility press releases

~12%FuelTXU Energy

19.2% (resid.)Fuel/
purchased power

Xcel Energy (Colo.)

5.8% (resid.)FuelPublic Service of NH

5.5%Fuel/
purchased power

Long Island 
Power Authority

27.5% (resid.)Purchased power
(fuel-driven)

Massachusetts 
Electric

Proposed
IncreaseDriverUtility
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New Focus on Disaster Recovery
A Reminder of the Utility Mission
• Four years after September 11 and the ensuing emergency 

preparedness planning efforts, Hurricanes Katrina, Rita and Wilma 
remind utilities that natural disaster recovery remains a critical skill

• Disasters that hit close to utility headquarters (like Katrina, which 
struck Entergy’s New Orleans offices) pose an even greater threat, 
with the potential for severed communications links, lost data and 
breakdowns in the chain of command

Higher Customer and Regulator Expectations
• As popular press indicates, public utility commissions, political 

leaders, news editors and customers now have increased expectations 
for effective preparation in a post-9/11 world, in which facilities are 
supposed to be hardened against the “unimaginable” terror threat and 
enterprise risk management is increasingly adopted by utilities

• Washington, D.C.-area utilities faced challenging questions about 
their handling of restoration after Hurricane Isabel in 2003, in which 
some customers were out of power for up to 10 days.  Some 
recommendations included:
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Higher Customer and Regulator Expectations
• As popular press indicates, public utility commissions, political 

leaders, news editors and customers now have increased expectations 
for effective preparation in a post-9/11 world, in which facilities are 
supposed to be hardened against the “unimaginable” terror threat and 
enterprise risk management is increasingly adopted by utilities

• Washington, D.C.-area utilities faced challenging questions about 
their handling of restoration after Hurricane Isabel in 2003, in which 
some customers were out of power for up to 10 days.  Some 
recommendations included:

Without planning, going “off-script” due to lack of a robust 
recovery and restoration plan may significantly hamper 
recovery efforts
Back-up infrastructure, if not tested, may fail during a crisis
Aging infrastructure may be more seriously damaged during 
severe weather events

Preparation

Ability to mobilize sufficient personnel given geographic 
and “hours of service” restrictionsCrews

Sufficient advance funding of storm accounts
Possible existing and future limitations in utility property 
and liability insurance policies

Cost

Depending upon relative damage to wireless and wireline 
facilities, the only reliable means of internal communication 
might be e-mail  or wireless messaging
Communicating to the public through government and 
media may be inaccurate and infrequent
Expectations on restoration might be inconsistent with 
capabilities to deliver

Communication

Linkages and coordination with local, state, and federal 
disaster and relief agencies can be difficultCoordination

Potential Vulnerabilities in Major Disasters

Checklist for Utility Executives
• Conduct a strategic review of emergency, restoration and business continuity plans
• Review and update (or prepare) a vulnerability assessment
• Prioritize facilities and vulnerabilities for risk management and remediation
• Engage regulators on innovative damage prevention measures like undergrounding

T&D
• Review funding for storm recovery against recent historical costs
• Ensure recovery/restoration organization has sufficient attention and budget

to perform in crisis and withstand post-event scrutiny
• Assess insurance coverage to ensure it contains adequate protection, including 

non-T&D assets such as generating stations, which proved vulnerable to flooding 
during Hurricane Katrina

• Scope out needs for mobile or backup datacenters, command posts and
emergency e-mail systems to respond to catastrophic events, natural or man-made

Sources:  Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman Client Alert (Oct. 5, 2005); Electric Perspectives (Sept./Oct. 2002);
Transmission & Distribution World (Aug. 1, 2005); Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments, Summit Report (July 2004); InfoWorld (Sept. 12, 2005)

• Test restoration organization against 
predetermined criteria

• Outage restoration roles and procedures
• Develop an exercise schedule, including one 

unannounced off-hours mobilization

Develop and test 
exercise scenarios

• Educate population on dealing with power 
emergencies, esp. emergency  backup for 
critical equipment

Conduct energy 
conservation education 

• Educate local officials on restoration 
engineering constraints

• Identify special needs populations

Establish restoration 
priorities

• Partner with stakeholders for vegetation 
management

Develop tree risk 
management
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• Transaction value: $8.3 billion, comprised of $5.8 billion (equity value) – $4 
billion in cash funded with $3 billion in debt and convertible preferred and $1.8 
billion in stock – and assumption of $2.5 billion in debt

• Total Generation Purchased: 10,939 MWs
• Total NRG U.S. Generation After Transaction: 22,340 MWs
• Portfolio Value: ~$759/kW (for blend of nuclear, coal, and gas-fired units)
• Expected Closing: 1st Quarter 2006
• Sellers: Texas Pacific, Blackstone Group, KKR, and Hellman & Friedman, 

who generated six times their $900 million investment
• Expected Earnings Impact: Immediately accretive to EPS and cash 

flow/share
• Stated Strategic Rationale:

Financial strength and flexibility:  82% of expected nuclear and coal 
generation output over next four years has been sold
Increased scope and scale, with diversified asset portfolio
Upside opportunities for hedging, asset swaps and common brownfield 
initiatives
Positioned for future as first mover with strong team and first mover with 
“premier” assets in fragmented industry

“I think we paid a fair price at the right time.  Companies like this don’t
become available in our sector very often.” - David Crane, NRG CEO
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“I think we paid a fair price at the right time.  Companies like this don’t
become available in our sector very often.” - David Crane, NRG CEO

Merger & Acquisition Update
European M&A Heats Up – Indicator for U.S. Utilities?

• As in the U.S., larger European utilities have improved their balance sheets, 
benefiting from sustained higher retail and wholesale power prices and cost-
cutting

• Organic growth is limited, prompting European utilities to consider M&A
• Firms may be willing to sacrifice credit ratings for debt-financed transactions 

to achieve enhanced returns
• Interest has increased in convergence mergers as natural gas prices have 

increased and gas-fired generation is an increasing part of the energy mix
• Certain markets may be attractive to acquirers as firms restructure – the Dutch 

market, for example, will unbundle electric supply from T&D by 2008
• Other Europe-specific factors, such as convergence of legal and regulatory 

systems for newly integrated EU countries and move to a single EU gas and 
power market, enable some deal activity

• $28B bid for electric 
utility Endesa

• Will sell $11B in assets 
to Ibedrola if successful

• Endesa proposes $8B 
dividend as defense

Sept. 2005

Gas Natural

$14B bid for remaining 
49.9% of Belgian electric 
utility Electrabel

Aug. 2005

Suez

Proposed joint control of 
Edison SpA, an electric 
utility with $15B in debt 
and equity

May 2005

AEM SpA/EdF

Considering a potential 
cash acquisition of 
Scottish Power (market 
value: $20B), prompting a 
corporate restructuring

Sept. 2005

E.ON

Confirms war chest of 
$17.5B to fund M&A in 
Spain and Eastern Europe

Enel

Sources:  The Wall Street Journal; Dow Jones Newswires; Standard & Poor’s; NRG Energy; industry news

$2.7B sale of 22% stake in 
power utility Union 
Fenosa to construction co. 
Actividades de 
Construcción & Servicios

Sept. 2005

Banco Santander

A Major Merchant Deal – NRG Acquires Texas Genco

Rumors of interest of 
private equity firms in 
Centrica, parent of British 
Gas

Private equity

Combined Texas Genco/NRG Energy Portfolio

Source:  NRG
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M&A Deals Await Some Regulatory
Certainty
• In the Energy Policy Act of 2005, Congress

made dramatic changes to the utility merger
landscape, tasking FERC with “expeditious”
review of mergers and repealing PUHCA, which
limited certain purchasers from owning utility
systems and placed burdensome administrative
requirements

• Congress charged FERC with creating enabling 
regulations to effect these changes

• Rulemakings commenced in Sept.-early Oct. and
FERC has until early December to issue post-
PUHCA rules
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systems and placed burdensome administrative
requirements
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FERC has until early December to issue post-
PUHCA rules

Financial Players Remain Active
• Non-traditional financial and strategic buyers continue to pursue opportunities in the energy sector
• Some investors have made substantial returns on investment through sale of purchased assets – e.g., 

ITC (KKR/Trimaran) and Texas Genco (investor consortium)
• Investment drivers, however, differ among firm types:

• Per S&P, similarities among financial investors include aggressive leverage, lack of long-term track 
record in energy sector and a need to partner with experienced industry professionals to operate assets

Financial Players Remain Active
• Non-traditional financial and strategic buyers continue to pursue opportunities in the energy sector
• Some investors have made substantial returns on investment through sale of purchased assets – e.g., 

ITC (KKR/Trimaran) and Texas Genco (investor consortium)
• Investment drivers, however, differ among firm types:

• Per S&P, similarities among financial investors include aggressive leverage, lack of long-term track 
record in energy sector and a need to partner with experienced industry professionals to operate assets

Merger & Acquisition Update (Cont’d)

Sources:  Platt’s 2nd Annual Utility M&A Conference (Jun. 28-29, 2005) (presentations by J.P. Morgan, Lehman Brothers); S&P RatingsDirect, New Financial Players 
Enter U.S. Project Finance and Merchant Energy (Sept. 1, 2005); FERC NOPR RM05-32-000, RM05-34-000; industry news; ScottMadden analysis

$83

$19 $24

$57
$29

$87

171

105

136

175

54

97

2000 2001 2002 2004 2004 2005 (through
late June)

Total Dollar Value # of Transactions

Source:  J.P. Morgan
Note:  2001 includes withdrawn Dynegy/Enron transaction

ExamplesStrategyType

AIG
Arclight

Seeking long-term stable returns
10-year or indefinite life

Financial institutions/
infrastructure funds

Angelo, Gordon & Co.
Cerberus

Opportunistically acquiring distressed debt
1-4 year time horizon

Hedge funds

Merrill Lynch
Goldman Sachs

BNP Paribas

Madison Dearborn
KKR
Texas Pacific Group

Expanding commodity positionInvestment banks

Reluctant owners in foreclosureCommercial banks

Capital appreciation
Investment horizon of 10-years or less

Private equity

Financial Players:  Different Types, Different Motivators

Bigger Deals and Increasing Activity

Using market “value” to determine whether 
an asset deal crosses $10 million threshold 
requiring merger review 
Exempting RTO-related filings, internal 
reorganizations, and transmission-only sales 
from market analysis
Establishing tools for ensuring no cross-
subsidization – prudence reviews, codes of 
conduct, market-based rate reviews, 
capitalization requirements
Codifying EPAct language permitting reviews 
of books/records and cost allocations of 
non-power goods and services

FERC Rulemaking Proposals

Median $/kW Paid

$475

$817

$404

$528
$602 $592

$373

$683
$619

$520
$415

$646

$492

$373$353

2000 2001 2002 2004 2004

Nuclear Coal Combined Cycle

Aquila sold $897 million in gas and power assets to 
various utilities to focus on regulated operations (Sept. 21)

Aquila 
Repositioning

Investor group purchases three NYC plants totaling 2,100 
MWs from Reliant for $975 million ($464/kW) (Oct. 3)

Madison 
Dearborn/
U.S. Power Gen

Purchased Columbia Natural Resources (1.1 TCF proven, 
1.4 TCF probable reserves) from Triana Energy Holdings 
for $2.3 billion (Oct. 4)

Chesapeake 
Energy

Purchased SouthStar Pipeline (6,000 mi. in central U.S.) 
for $362 million (plus $476 million in debt assumption) 
from AIG Highstar Capital (Jul. 11)

GE/Caisse de 
dépôt et 
placement du 
Quebec

Recent Deals: Gas Properties Prove Popular

Source:  J.P. Morgan

North America Power & Pipeline M&A Activity
($ in Billions)

Source:  Lehman Brothers
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What Might These 
Alternatives Cost?

The Nuclear Beat Goes On
Constellation Energy 

and Areva
Form UniStar Nuclear

• Joint venture formed between nuclear owner/operator 
Constellation Energy and French engineering firm 
AREVA on September 15
― AREVA:  Prime contractor on new builds
― Constellation:  Owner/operator
― Bechtel:  Architect/engineer, constructor

• Venture targets development by 2015
• Constellation to be an owner and/or operator of a 

standardized fleet
• Venture leverages AREVA European pressurized water 

reactor technology – U.S. Evolutionary Power Reactor 
(EPR) – a large 1,600 MW reactor, whose design 
application will be submitted in 2007

• Constellation will remain a member of NuStart 
consortium, but will pull plant sites from consideration

• Level of commitment/investment varies between partners
― Areva:  $200 million investment for certification
― Constellation:  “Modest” and immaterial commitment 

through 2006
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― Areva:  $200 million investment for certification
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Example EPR Reactor

Notes:  * not announced but likely; “ESBWR” is GE’s Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor; “ABWR” is Advanced Boiling Water Reactor.
Sources:  French Autorité de Sureté Nucleaire; Public Citizen; DOE; industry news; The Wall Street Journal; 

Fortnightly’s Spark; Nuclear Energy Institute; nuclear industry news; vendor information

http://www.asn.gouv.fr/data/information/fiche_epr_anglais.pdf

Estimated Overnight Costs - Reactors Under 
Consideration ($/kW)
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Simplified BWR

GE Advanced
BWR

• ESBWR and AP1000 designs
• COL application by 

late 2007-early 2008

Bellefonte

Grand Gulf

North Anna

Calvert
Cliffs*

Nine Mile
Point*

• ESBWR design
• COL application by early 2008

River Bend

• Switched from CANDU design
• Replaced partners Hitachi and

AECL with Bechtel and GE
• COL application by late 2007

-early 2008

Announced Nuclear Construct and Operate License (COL)
Plans for Key Players

• Sites withdrawn from NuStart consideration
• EPR design

• No technology specified
• COL application by

March 2008
• Other sites may be considered

Vogtle

• Completed DOE-subsidized
ABWR study in Aug. 2005

• Appear to have abandoned
Toshiba/GE/USEC/Bechtel
consortium for NuStart

• AP1000 design
(2 reactors)

• COL application by
late 2007-early 2008
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Expected 
Benefits 
from 
Rebalancing 
Internal 
Audit’s SOX 
Work

Sarbanes-Oxley – Year Two

Sources:  COSO, Guidance for Smaller Public Companies Reporting on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting (Oct. 2005); Information Week (Mar. 21, 2005); The Utilities Project; RiskCenter.com; 
CFO.com; The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 17, 2005, p. R1); ComputerWorld (Nov. 7, 2005); RiskNews (Jan. 2005); BoardSource and Independent Sector,

The Sarbenes-Oxley Act and Implications for Nonprofit Organizations (2003); J.D. Power and Associates; Protiviti Internal Audit Rebalancing Survey

Continued Dissatisfaction Sarbanes-
Oxley (SOX) Compliance Cost
• Nine out of ten CFOs believe the costs of 

implementing new rules and requirements under 
SOX are greater than the benefits of those changes

• Companies will spend more than $6 billion on 
SOX compliance this year alone, up from $5.5 
billion in 2005, with audit fees increasing 61% in 
2004 alone

• Because of auditors’ independence concerns, 
executives believe that SOX has created “an 
adverse relationship with auditors” who feel 
constrained against providing advice despite higher 
audit fees

• SOX has had some unintended consequences
― Vendors and customers may have different 

controls standards, requiring one party to 
oversee another firms’ controls

― Accounting involvement in operational 
matters adds complexity and bureaucracy

Easing the Constraints and Rebalancing 
the Focus of SOX Compliance
• PCAOB and the SEC encourage firms to employ a 

risk-based approach to SOX compliance
• A recent survey indicates that 75% of firms are 

rebalancing internal audit workload, with many 
spending 20-50% of time on SOX compliance in 
Year Two (down from 75%), with increased use of 
external support and more organizational focus on 
general risk activities

Establish an audit committee, separate from the finance 
committee, and ensure there are no member conflicts of 
interest (including management)
Broaden pool of audit committee members to include 
those with financial acumen
Carefully review auditor performance and qualification, 
with rotation every five years, and use caution when 
using auditors for non-audit services
Certify financial statements (CEO and CFO)
Prohibit personal loans to directors or officers
Make audited financial statements easily accessible for 
review
Build control responsibility and knowledge into the 
culture and promote personal responsibilities for 
controls (for larger entities, consider whistleblower 
processes)
Develop, adopt and disclose a formal process to deal 
with complaints and prevent retaliation, and take such 
complaints seriously, investigating and fixing the 
situation or justify why corrections are not needed
Establish a written, mandatory document retention and 
periodic destruction policy, including guidelines for 
electronic files
Use software templates for design and evaluation of 
controls
Use IT to standardize controls as well as enhance 
segregation of duties
Leverage management monitoring
Outsource activities to third parties such as periodic 
monitoring and internal audit
Organize controls self-evaluation around key COSO 
principles

Bringing Best Practices and Cost-Effective 
“Essentials” to Publicly Owned Utilities 
and Cooperatives

One Firm’s Burden Is Another Firm’s
Opportunity
• Some firms have identified the second year of 

SOX implementation as an opportunity to 
institutionalize controls and broaden risk 
management.  Some areas of focus:
― Enhancing risk-orientation of a company’s 

culture, process and structure
― Increasing top-to-bottom training on ethics 

and internal controls to help identify activities 
to be monitored to ensure effective 
operations, spread the compliance burden, 
and decrease compliance costs

― Instituting and leveraging IT controls, 
including monitoring tools such as real-time 
analytics and forecasting, to reduce internal 
controls testing and improve reaction to 
market conditions

Non-Profits Are Leveraging SOX
• As lapses in governance and controls may be 

judged more harshly in a post-SOX world, non-
profit entities are considering implementing 
SOX-type governance and internal controls 
best practices

• Fitch, Standard & Poors and some states are 
looking to SOX best practices as establishing 
standards

• RUS borrower cooperatives and federal public 
utilities must follow Government Accounting 
Standards, including internal controls audits, 
which may borrow principles from SOX
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Grid Operator Costs Increasingly Under Fire
Pressure Are Being Brought to Bear on RTO Costs

• Opponents of RTOs have long complained that RTOs duplicate existing 
infrastructure, increase bureaucracy and lack cost control.  Indeed, there is 
increasing evidence that RTO costs are increasing

• Cost increases are driven by factors such as changing regulatory
requirements (including Sarbanes-Oxley as well as FERC mandates), 
market expansion (as with the Midwest ISO and PJM), or complete 
market redesign (California ISO)

• Some RTO customers believe that the unnecessary expansion of RTO
duties – providing unwanted market services – is the culprit

• Harder to weigh and to balance against cost increases are the purported 
efficiency gains from RTO’s improved system dispatch

Cost Reduction Initiatives Are Being Undertaken

• Some cost reduction initiatives have been identified and initiated by some 
ISOs, with the goal of reducing per MWh RTO costs:

Designing a Better Scorecard

• Better cost tracking and monitoring are perceived as important tools for 
cost control

• In a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FERC has proposed amendments
to the Uniform System of Accounts and various reports to include RTO 
costs, which will provide some “visibility and uniformity” and will include:

― Transmission and market operation assets such as computer 
hardware and communication equipment (e.g., SCADA)

― A new asset function for cost of property, plant and equipment

Pressure Are Being Brought to Bear on RTO Costs

• Opponents of RTOs have long complained that RTOs duplicate existing 
infrastructure, increase bureaucracy and lack cost control.  Indeed, there is 
increasing evidence that RTO costs are increasing

• Cost increases are driven by factors such as changing regulatory
requirements (including Sarbanes-Oxley as well as FERC mandates), 
market expansion (as with the Midwest ISO and PJM), or complete 
market redesign (California ISO)

• Some RTO customers believe that the unnecessary expansion of RTO
duties – providing unwanted market services – is the culprit

• Harder to weigh and to balance against cost increases are the purported 
efficiency gains from RTO’s improved system dispatch

Cost Reduction Initiatives Are Being Undertaken

• Some cost reduction initiatives have been identified and initiated by some 
ISOs, with the goal of reducing per MWh RTO costs:

Designing a Better Scorecard

• Better cost tracking and monitoring are perceived as important tools for 
cost control

• In a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FERC has proposed amendments
to the Uniform System of Accounts and various reports to include RTO 
costs, which will provide some “visibility and uniformity” and will include:

― Transmission and market operation assets such as computer 
hardware and communication equipment (e.g., SCADA)

― A new asset function for cost of property, plant and equipment
Sources:  The Wall Street Journal (July 21, 2005, p. B3) (citing Cambridge Energy Research Associates); 

FERC Notice of Proposed Rulemaking RM04-12-000 (Jun. 2, 2005); Transmission Improvements Group, 
Going-Forward Cost Estimate Report (Aug. 31, 2005); GridWest, GridWest Cost Discussion (Jul. 20, 2005); ScottMadden analysis 
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Western RTO Lesson:  Setting Up Any Grid Operator Is Expensive
• In a heated battle in the Northwest, competing proposals for regional transmission 

coordination and alignment were presented by GridWest (largely sponsored by BPA and 
large IOUs) and Transmission Improvements Group (advocated by public power)

• Key sticking points:
― Creation of a new entity vs. use of existing organizations
― Scope of activities (schedule adjustments, markets)
― Level of FERC oversight (FERC jurisdictional or not)

• BPA, a key swing player and the largest transmission entity in the Northwest, sought 
convergence of the proposals and on Nov. 1 ultimately decided not to join either

Estimated Start-Up and Operating Costs ($ Millions)
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Note: *excluding interest expense; approximations based upon estimated capacity per RTO reports
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